Annual Garden & Gazebo - Suited for groups of 30 persons or less.

Rock Garden Vista - Suited for groups of 200 persons or less.

Rose Garden Overlook - Suited for groups of 80 persons or less.

* Not available after mid-October due to the installation of rose shelters.

Shrub Mall - Suited for groups of 200 persons or less.

Fragrance Garden Terrace - Suited for groups of 200 persons or less.

* Only available with rental of Boerner Hall through Zilli’s Hospitality Group (414) 525-5635

SEE NEXT PAGE FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT EACH SITE

Please note that none of our ceremony sites are completely private because Boerner Botanical Gardens remains open to the public at all times.

Information is subject to change.

For more information, call Boerner Botanical Gardens (414) 525-5601
WEDDING CEREMONY SITES

1. Annual Garden & Gazebo
   Suited for groups of 30 persons or less
   The historic gazebo and garden walls come alive with a colorful variety of flowers.

2. Rock Garden Vista
   Suited for groups of 200 persons or less
   This intimate setting is filled with native wildflowers and the sound of trickling water.

3. Rose Garden Overlook
   Suited for groups of 80 persons or less
   The garden features over 3,000 rose plants with an impressive stone-and-wood arbor backdrop.

4. Shrub Mall
   Suited for groups of 200 persons or less
   The long grassy mall is bordered by an extensive planting of shrubs, annuals and perennials.

Garden House
   Suited for 30 banquet style or 45 theater style.
   This historic building was constructed in 1935 using native fieldstone, hand-split by artisans to build the exterior walls and chimney. The Exhibit Room has hand-carved beams and wooden animals sculptures at the entrance, wooden furniture, and a beautifully inscribed fireplace mantle.

For more information, call Boerner Botanical Gardens (414) 525-5601